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Academics
A COURSE IN EVALUATION
When economics professor John Fitzgerald teaches his advanced seminar, Economic Evaluation of Public
Programs, he likes to offer his students a chance to participate in a local public program. "It helps the students see that organizations deal with real questions about how to use data or how to interpret information that we teach about," he said. "And it helps the community." In the past, his students have volunteered with the Cash Coalition, which provides free tax assistance to people who make under $54,000.
This spring, three juniors in the class-Victoria Yu '19, Tom Lucy '19, and Ezra Sunshine '19-analyzed patient intake data for Oasis Free Clinics, which provides free medical and dental services to low-income, uninsured people in the Brunswick area.
Oasis asked the students to compare the outcomes of its patients' Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) survey with that of a more general study of Maine residents. Studies have shown that people who have had early traumatic experiences suffer worse health outcomes later in life.
The students found that a significantly higher percentage of Oasis patients have experienced one or more of the eight ACE categories (which include sexual abuse, parental substance abuse, parental mental illness, and parental incarceration) than Maine residents on average.
"There are so many ideas out there about how to get us to a better society, and Professor Fitzgerald's class is teaching us how to evaluate those ideas and find the ones that will work most effectively," Yu said. 
Archives
ON OCTOBER 26, 1865, Bowdoin's Class of 1866 inaugurated "Ivy Day" with a public address and poem in the College Chapel, planting an ivy and singing outside the Chapel south tower, and an evening concert in downtown Brunswick. The ivy represented a class tribute, symbolic of both the friendship that classmates held for each other and their attachment to their alma mater. It would take another eight years for the tradition to take hold, when the junior class revived the custom in 1873 and moved it to spring. The Class of 1970 was the last junior class to plant an ivy, and by the mid-1970s, "Ivy's" had become "Ivies," or Ivies Weekend. Unchanged, however, has been the penchant of Bowdoin students toward springtime partying and playing together, and each class and generation has found a way to perpetuate the tradition. 
BAA Back in the Day
Bowdoin used the Topsham fairgrounds for track and field from the late 1860s until the late 1890s, when Whittier Field was built. Orient coverage following the June 1875 Field Day advertised in this broadside reports that students and their friends watched "en masse" and that "the most exciting race of the day was the 2-mile walk." The article also lists Robert E. Peary (Class of 1877) as a measuring tape manager, competitor in the long jump, and winner of the baseball throw with a distance of 316 feet. IN 2013 , NEAL PAULSEN, a resident of Scarborough, Maine, telephoned the Bowdoin College Museum of Art with surprising news. "He shared that he owned a camera that once belonged to Winslow Homer," says Museum codirector Frank Goodyear.
On the Shelf
Paulsen said the camera was given to his grandfather-an electrician-by a member of the Homer family in exchange for electrical work on the family residence in Prout's Neck.
"My colleagues and I were initially skeptical about the story, as we didn't think Homer had been interested in photography, but after several weeks of research, Dana Byrd, assistant professor of art history, and I were able to confi rm the attribution. Homer bought the camera when he lived in England in the early 1880s. Dana and I continued our research and ended up planning an exhibition on the theme of Homer's interest in photography."
Goodyear adds that the exhibition introduces an important new dimension to our appreciation of this pioneering American painter. "Well-written, realistic, and suspenseful to the point of dread," Kirkus Reviews noted about Elise Juska's latest novel. Inspired by the Virginia Tech shooting, the story nests in a thicket of current issues: social media, gun violence, teenage anxiety, and the responsibility of academics with regard to troubled students. 
Winslow Homer and the
Demoralized: Why Teachers Leave the Profession They Love and How They Can Stay
DORIS SANTORO
Associate Professor of Education
By the Numbers
Carbon Neutral! Bowdoin has achieved carbon neutrality two years ahead of its 2020 goal. Additionally, the College announced a pioneering renewable energy project partnership with Amherst, Hampshire, Smith, and Williams Colleges that will contribute to the largest solar array in the state of Maine, covering roughly 350 acres in Farmington. The colleges have contracted for roughly 30 percent of the total project that will produce more than 75 megawatts of electricity.
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Solar panels on the athletic facilities roofs and at the former naval station were the largest array in Maine when they were completed in 2014. 
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Homer's Camera
How the barter system and a random phone call led to a groundbreaking art exhibition One of the most common mistakes people make online is not being vigilant enough about phishingthe attempt at duping people into revealing personal information. If you don't know the sender of an email or have received an unsolicited message, assume it's fraudulent; don't open it, don't respond, and defi nitely don't click on any links within the email. Careful password hygiene and management is everything. If a password has been exposed in a breach, change any and all instances where that, or a similar, password has been used. Using a password management systemlike 1Password or LastPass-is helpful in setting strong and different passwords across the various sites and services you're using. They are also useful for sharing account information with family in the event of an emergency.
Historically, IT security pros haven't been great about giving solid password advice, because everyone should be using passphrases instead. Phrases are easier to remember and much stronger. Also, implementing a two-factor means of verifi cation across all of your accounts isn't as obtrusive as you may think.
In the end, assume your identity has been lost and proactively monitor it-with either a paid service or by freezing your credit. Perhaps not new advice, but defi nitely worth repeating.
Marceline Saibou Assistant Professor of Music
An Africanist ethnomusicologist, Saibou grew up in Germany and earned a master's degree in classical piano performance and pedagogy from one of Europe's most prestigious music academies in Köln. Her current research involves the rapid growth of religious pop music in Togo sparked by the rise of Pentecostalism. One of her Bowdoin ambitions is to develop a course on fi lm music looking at how "Africa" has been musically constructed on the screen.
James Broda Assistant Director of Quantitative Reasoning
Based at the Center for Learning and Technology, Broda teaches Math 1050, Quantitative Reasoning (QR). He was drawn to Bowdoin by the prospect of teaching QR rather than traditional math, something that fi ts in with his academic background in applied mathematics. Broda's particular area of interest is so-called "disturbance ecology" and the modeling of random fl uctuations in the carbon content of ecosystems.
Oyman Basaran Assistant Professor of Sociology
Basaran is interested in understanding the complex relationships between emotions and politics. As a medical sociologist, he teaches courses on mental health and gender relations in the Middle East. An avid soccer player, Basaran grew up in Turkey's largest city, but says he now feels at home in coastal Maine, and he's found a team to play for! In the selection of the King of the North as the Guardian Spirit of Bowdoin athletics, Bowdoin has selected well. Upon him, she can place her trust. . . . His courage has never failed. His strength is beyond belief. His vitality is astounding. Seen a hundred miles from land swimming with long, easy strokes, not a particle of ice in sight; seen in a gale in Baffin Bay on an ice pan, almost concealed by flying spray freezing as it strikes; seen in the darkness of the long winter night with the temperature at fifty and sixty below zero. And seen in the spring, mounted on an iceberg looking out over glittering icefields, he seems an inherent part of the Great White North, a true representative of it all.
When crossing Smith Sound in 1916, a cub, forty pounds in weight, was captured and lashed to my sledge. Within a few hours, he became so tractable that the lashing was removed. He followed at my heels for fifteen miles. Henceforth, "Bowdoin," as I called him, was my boon companion. We climbed the big hills in search of flowers, the cliffs for the eggs of the burgomaster gull. We roamed the stretches of those silent fiords. With the passing of the days, his strength increased. I harnessed him to my sledge-always going where he wanted to go, never where I did! One night he escaped. I found him in the morning seated on top of his box, looking intently off beyond the three outer islands which guarded the entrance to our harbor. He hardly noticed my approach. I sat down beside him. I understood.
Far off at the edge of the ice, I caught the silvery sheen of the open waters of Smith Sound and knew that in him there was being awakened a desire to contend, to struggle, to fight for his food, that which makes life sweet. It has come to us all-the teacher in the classroom, the physician hurrying to the bedside of a patient, the lawyer preparing briefs, the businessman in his office. Through and beyond it all, we catch the glitter of the ocean, the grandeur of a particular mountain, the winding of a familiar stream, the waving and the music of evergreens, the sound of the rapids, the brush shelter, the smell of a wood fire-the call of primitive man echoing down through the centuries.
Here for my cub there was a home, plenty of food, a life of ease. But out there, more than this-an opportunity to match his strength, his cunning, his patience, his powers of endurance against violent winds, a tossing sea, a grinding ice pack, the antagonistic elements of the Arctic. For this he was born.
One week later, the box was empty. Bowdoin's mascot had gone.
The centuries-old precedent that Bowdoin is following in selecting the polar bear as a symbol of qualities and characteristics worth extolling is exemplified by the Eskimo's amulet, one of primitive man's most valuable possessions and, undoubtedly, one of his first creations.
Many and remarkable are the stories told among primitive people of the strange power of the amulet-a simple and implicit faith in that which is admired. And this faith, this assurance of safety, is placed upon what? A bit of polar bear skin, or perhaps a section of a wing, feather, or the single talon of the white gyrfalcon, the dominant bird of northern bird land, the bravest, the swiftest of all. Sometimes the red web from the foot of the black guillemot, energetic and skillful in the capture of its food, is selected; sometimes the tip of the bill of the glaucous gull, fearless and strong in flight; a bone from the flipper of a seal, ever watchful and alert-a selection of that animal admired for certain qualities possessed.
Favored indeed is the Eskimo whose amulet-which might be founded upon any one of dozens of items-has as its orientation the mighty polar bear.
When in conversation with a Polar Eskimo boy a few years ago, I noticed a small packet suspended from his neck. From this amulet, Eskimo word for such a charm, one which contained a bit of polar bear skin, he was never separated. It accompanied him in his play, on his hunting trips, and to his bed in the igloo at night. In that sealskin locket, a locket which was never opened, and was ever close to the heart of the lad, was his Protective Guardian Spirit. In that, he had absolute faith, and upon that, the mother depended for the safety of her son now, and for success later, when he should become the honored and respected hunter of the tribe.
It was one of those glorious days in May far up among the bergs bordering the Humboldt Glacier in North Greenland when we crossed a fresh trail. Instantly every whip was snapping; every dog straining at his trace. Within twenty minutes, our bear was in sight. Crawling to the front of the leaping sledge, I slipped the twelve ivory rings and my dogs were away with flying traces. Arriving on the scene a few minutes later I found our thirty powerful dogs encircling a beautiful specimen. Not a dog dared to go near. Encouraged by my presence, one charged in a bit too close. The bear's head whipped around like a coiled spring. He seized the dog in his teeth, whirled him in the air, and slammed him down, a misshapen mass. "That dog is dead," I thought. But in a few minutes, he was a hundred yards away and still going. Two other dogs were similarly treated and retired covered with blood and with tails between their legs.
That particular bear is here with me today. He has journeyed from his home almost within the shadow of the North Pole here to Bowdoin College. Here he is to remain. May his spirit be the Guardian Spirit not only of Bowdoin Athletics but of every Bowdoin man. Every summer, a handful of students set off for an immersive eight-week research experience, largely cut off from the outside world, as they learn not just about the ecology of the place, but about each other and themselves. "All the time you're here, you're learning living skills," says Jones. "Social interaction in a small group, cooking, cutting firewood, and environmental stewardship-it's hard to get trash off the island, for example, and we're responsible!"
A MULTIFACETED ROLE
She describes her role as a "pretty intense" combination of things. "I'm partly the chief safety officer for the island, responsible for student well-being, as well as trying to ensure they have a great overall experience and learn valuable life skills." "I'm also the scientific leader for Kent Island, so I oversee the projects that the students are working on throughout their stay. On top of that, I have to always be looking to the future, thinking about how to ensure the station remains as productive as possible as a scientific institution, not only for the Bowdoin students who come here, but for the steady stream of postgraduate researchers-some of them international-who spend time on the island every summer."
WHAT DO STUDENTS GAIN?
Jones made three trips to Kent Island in the summer of 2017 to get a feel for the place. Ask her what the students get out of being there and she almost doesn't know where to start. "Apart from the life skills you pick up, it's just an incredible research experience. To be able to do your own independent project in the field as an undergrad is a rare opportunity. There are very few places with the funding and support to do this at the undergraduate level."
Aside from the science they're researching, says Jones, students learn about other aspects of putting a project together: "Things like experimental design and data analysis. And then there's the stuff you pick up just from being on Kent Island," she says. "You can't help but learn a lot of natural history. The ability to identify plants and birds, for scientists and nonscientists alike, is an enriching experience, and it stays with you for life." Also, she points out, some very strong friendships are forged by this shared experience, and even the occasional marriage.
Typically, eight Bowdoin students travel to Kent Island every summer, and not all of them are scientists. There are usually one or two artists-in-residence on the trip, explains Jones. "Last year we had two of them, both pursuing creative writing and photography projects and coming up with some wonderful portfolios."
The artist-in-residence program is a crucial part of the Kent Island experience, she adds, and it fits perfectly with Bowdoin's liberal arts mission. "I double-majored in biology and art history at Cornell, and I'm fascinated by the way art and science complement each other. So much of science is an art in many ways. It's about perceiving and recording the natural world and creating a better understanding of it. The program exposes students in the arts to science and science students to the artistic world, often inspiring them to do drawing and creative writing. It all helps to create a wonderful culture on the island."
A BIG FAN OF FIELD STATIONS
This is Jones's first experience directing a field station, and her background makes her an ideal fit. "Field stations hooked me from when I was an undergraduate and spent three summers at Cornell's Shoals Marine Lab."
Her career as a field biologist has exposed Jones to a wide range of habitats and research methodologies throughout the years. After specializing in lobster ecology as an undergraduate,
SUMMER 2018
Eight Bowdoin students: n Two working on storm petrels, continuing the collection of the long-term dataset and studying petrel behavior n One working on determining the diet of guillemots n One working on the impacts of rockweed harvesting on marine intertidal invertebrates and algae n One studying the effectiveness of different pollinators on low bush blueberry n One studying learning and behavior in pollinators n Two artists-a poet and a painter she went to work radio-tracking birds in Australia before going on to earn her PhD in integrative biology from the University of Texas, Austin. "I traveled to Panama to study frog-eating bats during my PhD, and my postdoc work has been on insect ecology. I've consistently pursued questions about how animals find the food they eat." Much of Jones's current research looks at how bee behavior influences pollination ecology. She feels that her exposure to a wide range of ecological systems makes her well-suited to the task of mentoring a small group of students working on a variety of topics. "It helps that I'm not too specialized just in one area," she says.
ENCOURAGING INDEPENDENT RESEARCH
Jones is the first full-time, tenure-track faculty member to direct the BSS in more than a decade. As well as teaching classes throughout the academic year, she's been running her own research laboratory focusing on bumble bee behavior and foraging. The plan has been to use her presence on campus to encourage students to start thinking about, and preparing for, Kent Island earlier in the year.
"My goal is to encourage and help students as they think about doing independent research, knowing that some of them will want to come to Kent Island." The intention is that when the next cohort of students arrives at the station, they are as well prepared as possible and are able to "hit the ground running" when they emerge from that bumpy boat ride from Grand Manan Island.
The amount of knowledge students can acquire during one summer at the BSS is amazing, says Jones. "When I visited last summer, I was so impressed by how motivated and excited they were. It was my first time on the island, and they had been there more than a month, so I was able to learn from them. For example, they showed me how to make spore prints to identify mushrooms, which I'd never done before."
Perhaps the most exciting aspect of the Kent Island experience, though, says Jones, is "the opportunity to continue long-term research that is critical to understanding impacts of climate change, as well as expanding the research systems on Kent Island in new directions. The BSS actually includes three islands, although Kent is the biggest and the only one that's currently inhabited. But we are planning research projects on all three islands in the coming years." The place is a noted habitat for birds like the Leach's storm petrel and the Savannah sparrow, and the research on the station includes keeping long-term sets on those and other species, not to mention forest ecology and marine biology. Jones's own research on pollination ecology will start at Kent Island this summer. "I am looking forward to initiating a long-term research program studying the ecology of pollinators and their behavior on different plant species at the BSS," she says.
Postgraduate researchers from the Canadian Universities of Guelph, Windsor, and Dalhousie help maintain research programs and keep the station at the forefront of international ecological research. Jones hopes to encourage more of them to visit the island in the future.
"They're good role models, and it's great for the Bowdoin students to interact with them. Our collaborators give Bowdoin students exposure to graduate students, which they do not get on campus in Brunswick. In addition, working with researchers from Canadian universities is important to our role as a field station in Canada. We also have students and faculty from other liberal arts colleges, including Bates, Williams, and Kenyon making Kent Island a place where we can collaborate on science across many institutions."
As for the Bowdoin students, Jones says her goal is "to increase the number of them who end up with publishable material out of their projects and who can go on to present their projects at conferences. If you're an undergrad, that's a real boon, especially if you're interested in going to grad school."
THE OTHER HALF OF THE TEAM
As she embarks on her summer as station director, Jones will not be alone. By her side, in more ways than one, is Ian Kyle '06, who, as well as being the station's new assistant director, is also Jones's fiancé-they're due to be married in September. Kyle is no stranger to Kent Island. "I spent a season here in '05 as a student," he says, "and, like anyone who's done that, I feel a strong connection to the place." When he visited last year, Kyle was pleased to note that despite some upgrades and renovations to the handful of buildings on the island, and the addition of the Internet, the character of the place is unchanged. Kyle will be assuming much of the logistical aspects of running the field station-budgets, renovations, coordinating food and visitorsand with experience managing a family business, it's a task he's well-suited to. Apart from the day-to-day tasks, however, Kyle also has an eye on the bigger picture.
"I'll also be helping with the grant writing, which I hope will free up Patty to focus on the science," he explains. "When it comes to field station grant applications, it's as much about understanding the budgeting process and the mechanical and structural needs of the station as it is about knowing the research that's being done there."
Between them, Jones and Kyle hope to build on the work of previous generations and enhance Kent Island's already gleaming reputation as a world-class place to do science.
Tom Porter is a writer and multimedia producer in
Bowdoin's office of communications.
WHAT'S THERE
Three islands (Kent, Sheep, Hay) totaling 305.2 acres n 7.43 miles of coastline n Sandy and rocky intertidal habitat Multiple forest types (spruce/fir and ash/beech/birch) n Twelve buildings n Housing for thirty-four people (ranging from one-bedroom cabins to eight-bed dorms) n Solar power n Weather station n Vegetable garden Communal kitchen n Woodstoves n Hay Island cabin (for two) n Vessels: Ernest Joy (22-feet), Susanna Kent (skiff) Dock n Lab space (freezers, microphones, hydrophones, bat detectors, light microscopes)
INTERVIEW BY KEITH SHORTALL '82 ILLUSTRATIONS BY JONATHAN CALUGI
Technology is so integrated into our daily lives that many of us barely contemplate it. We don't think about how our GPS determines when to tell us to turn left; we just know we don't have to ask for directions as long as we have a street address. But technology is changing more than our daily routines-it is affecting industry and our economy, influencing our politics and our points of view, and changing medicine, transportation, and nearly any field you can think of. We know it changes the way we teach. But how does it change the liberal arts? Should it?
President Rose and the Bowdoin board of trustees used their February retreat meetings to focus specifically on these issues by heading to Silicon Valley, where they, the student and faculty representatives to the board, and the senior officers met with leaders from Apple, Coursera, Google Brain, IDEO, Microsoft, Stanford, and Uber. Maine Public Radio's Keith Shortall '82 spoke with Rose and some of those who attended about the impact of the trip on the way they think about a Bowdoin education.
Big Questions in the Age of Technology
opportunities to investigate, evaluate, and critique the impact of various technologies on individuals and societies. We know we teach critical thinking and the ability to critique and lead in an ethical fashion. Are we also thinking about ways we involve the curriculum to develop students' abilities to discover new knowledge with these tools and to create these tools themselves?
IRFAN: I'd like to second the notion of reaffirmation. When Benny and I were doing the readings that were offered to us as an education on artificial intelligence, et cetera, there was an article talking about the intersection of a liberal arts education and some of this work that we were going to be seeing. And I specifically remember almost laughing to Ben on the plane, being like, "Oh my gosh, here we go again." It's as if only people with liberal arts educations are able to contextualize this work and find these commonalities. And I'm thinking, these people in Silicon Valley are so smart-they're going to be able to do this too; we don't have anything that special. But some of the people we met, I'm confident in saying that I don't think they really were able to contextualize some of that work and understand the implications-like running a race I think what we're learning is: not much, right? There are a handful of people who really drive all that, and the rest of us are kind of moving along behind it.
We had the benefit of having a wide range of interesting folks engage with us. We met with a really thoughtful senior engineer who works in artificial intelligence, and he expressed-I'll caricature it a little bit-one of the pervasive strains of thought in Silicon Valley, which is, "Our job is to build it faster, better, stronger." It's a technological and engineering challenge.
And almost immediately, the board began asking questions: "What are the social implications of that? What are the ethical implications?" and, "Yes, we get the technological power of all this, but what kind of decisions should be made? Who's making them? How do you think about them in the work you're doing?" And that ended up being a thread through everything that we talked about and every person we talked to.
KEITH: This speaks to this idea that humanities will play a big role in shepherding, as you say, the ethics but also the bigger thinking around how, for example, AI is used and should be used.
CLAYTON: Absolutely right. The humanities are an essential part of helping us to consider the world we want to live in and how we want to use all this. But it's full-out, full disciplinary engagement. It's not simply saying we've got computer science on the one hand, and if we throw some philosophy at them, then all is good.
KEITH:
Shelley, what was your takeaway, as one who envisions a future for Bowdoin and a direction and sort of a game plan?
SHELLEY: When Clayton presented this, I thought it was interesting but didn't really see how it would play out. One of the most important messages for me was a reaffirmation of how now, perhaps more than ever before, there's huge value in the liberal arts education that Bowdoin can provide.
In terms of that informing the work we do as a board, I think it made it clear how important it is for us to think about the work we are doing around the question "What are the knowledge, skills, and creative dispositions that a And culturally, historically, we're rooted in Puritan New England. How much of this will be changing the curriculum or changing the skills and knowledge sets that faculty bring, and how much is creating a culture that provides students with the comfort level and skills they need to contribute quickly?
RON: There was a question that we discussed while we were out there, that the coin of the realm is an engineering background and, obviously, that's not what we do. I believe very deeply that we can make contributions. The question is, how welcome will our folks be without that engineering background? I don't think we should adjust what we do, but it's a question of making sure that we get access to the conversations.
KEITH: So, is getting the first few people into Silicon Valley the key?
CLAYTON: I'd say we're well past that. We have a big group of people at all levels. Reed Hastings ['83 ] is kind of the touchstone at the top, but we have a huge number of alumni out there. We did a panel discussion there last September with five young alumni: two computer science majors, an English major, an anthropology major, and a government and legal studies major-all of whom are working in the Valley now.
KEITH: Ben, do you agree Bowdoin is preparing students for a role in the emergent technology realm?
BEN: I know some conversations indicated that, just to get in the door, to be part of the conversation, you have to have a certain amount of background knowledge about really advanced math. But at the same time, we met with someone with a liberal arts degree high up in Apple, so I think it depends on the company and the context. We're actually doing a separate body of work right now. Shelley referred to it when she said "knowledge, skills, and creative disposition," where we have a group of faculty, staff, students, and trustees looking at that over the long term. My guess is some of this would seep into that.
Is it important for students to have some sensibility and understanding of what coding and what the backbone of coding means and how to have a conversation with someone who's an engineer even if you're not an engineer? Interesting question, one we'll probably explore. That's a different question than whether we should be an engineering school-a profoundly different question.
KEITH: Shelley and Ron, you both expressed confidence that Bowdoin's well positioned to help its graduates prepare for this realm. What keeps you up at night, though? SHELLEY: We've touched on what skills our graduates need in order to enter into any fields that they may want to pursue and trying to figure out how you dial in those engineering, coding, technical skills that might be necessary and important for their future careers, versus keeping the liberal arts education pristine. Obviously, we're also grappling with the cost of a Bowdoin education and the trajectory it's on.
And we're looking at families who are trying to consider what their student is going to be able to do with a Bowdoin education. What kinds of jobs will be available to them? I think we're always trying to figure out how can we best prepare Bowdoin graduates for productive lives that give them good value and meaning.
RON:
Are there times when we may miss the mark, when we might think what we're doing is right, but the marketplace is telling us that a whole bunch of other things are important? Are we preparing students for the world that will really exist in the future or just for the world that we want, or I want, to exist in the future? That's what I think about.
LIZ: I am less worried that technology will challenge the relevancy or importance of what we do. Our model of education has seen change and disruption many times before, and our purpose and our mission remain as important as ever. Our strategies may change, but our record of adaptation is strong. I'm confident that technology is another development we can understand and leverage to serve our mission.
KEITH: You also witnessed how Silicon Valley is rethinking physical space. What did you take away from those discussions that might be applied here?
BEN: Looking at the design of Apple's new "spaceship" campus got me thinking about how our library is designed and the recent improvements there, like increasing collaborative space, space where conversations are really encouraged. And also how to integrate technology into the spaces themselves, so students are really using technology to explore what they are talking about or working on. That's started in the library, and I hope that continues.
SHELLEY: What I took away from the discussions around space is that form follows function, and space can really dictate how people work together or don't work together. We've certainly been thinking about that as we build the new Roux Center.
KEITH: Clayton, your idea to do this sort of suggests a concern that there was a danger of not making a real effort to sort out strategically what the relationship is going to be going forward. Everyone here seems to be saying, "Well, I think we're in a pretty good position. I worry a little bit." Do you have a bit more serious concern about whether Bowdoin's doing enough?
CLAYTON: Bowdoin is in as strong a position as we have ever been in our entire history. Reputationally, the quality of our students, quality of our faculty, our curriculum, financially, on every dimension we are an exceptional liberal arts college and as strong as we've ever been. So that affords us the opportunity to think proactively about how we remain an exceptional liberal arts college and what it is we have to do over the medium-to longer term to do that. We are not in an existential crisis. We're not fighting big fires every day. That's a really privileged position to be in.
It's from that perspective that I think about all of this and all the things that we're doing. I think all great institutions can get blinders; you can get caught up in your history and your traditions and who you are, and that's true along many dimensions.
IRFAN:
One of the people we met with at the very end of our trip made the comment that technology is a liberal art. That's what his argument was. And I would imagine some trustees would disagree. But is computer science a liberal art? We have a computer science department now, and we made that shift because we saw that people needed this skill. What does that mean for technology? Can we have something similar? We wouldn't generally be afraid of that idea just because of our tradition.
KEITH: You guys were the lucky ambassadors to the student body. What do you say when someone says, "Hey, how was the trip?" BEN: I'm grateful the trustees are having these conversations. We always talk about getting out of the Bowdoin bubble, and I'd just say these trustees are thinking so far outside of the bubble, not just one year ahead, not just ten years ahead, but fifty years ahead-having these conversations about the future of humanity and how Bowdoin interacts with it.
IRFAN: I think some Bowdoin students might have the idea that trustees are out of touch with current students and their concerns. But the reality is that they deeply want Bowdoin students to succeed. They want Bowdoin students to be leaders who are conscious technologists. They want this all to happen.
Keith Shortall '82 is news director at Maine
Public, where he is primary editor of Maine news and feature stories aired on Maine Public Radio. He also hosts and produces the weekly political roundtable Across the Aisle and is occasional host for the daily call-in news program Maine Calling.
"Are we preparing students for the world that will really exist in the future or just for the world that we want to exist in the future?"
Making Space
Bowdoin's campus is steeped in history, and most alumni know at least a few key places: that was Longfellow's room; that's where Harriet Beecher Stowe worked on Uncle Tom's Cabin; and this is where Martin Luther King Jr. gathered to talk with Bowdoin students after he spoke at First Parish Church.
Those are all great, and worth pointing out on a walking tour. But in some ways, it is the minor places that fill us with the deepest sense of time. Among these carrels, hundreds of essay writers have found just the right word. On this sun-filled court, generations of players arced ball after ball to perfect a shot. Every Bowdoin student sits and walks, learns and listens, succeeds and sometimes struggles in the very places where their predecessors have done the same. In all of these, and even in our newest spaces, they will be followed by a long, long line of students to come.
As seniors got ready to leave Bowdoin, we photographed a group of them in spaces they had come to love, and we asked them to leave a message of sorts for those who will take their places in years to come.
Photographs by Bob Handelman
"This place was so much more than a gym." Lydia Caputi '18 Sargent Gymnasium I NEVER THOUGHT I'D BE NOSTALGIC about my tenyear-old self scrounging up quarters for a pack of Starbursts from the C-Store in between a game of knock; about pushing through a last rep in practice; about sneaking in to take a few shots to cure a case of writer's block. The gym has been my go-to and my getaway for the past eighteen years. But, while my mind will be filled with those scenes, these memories would not mean as much without the people who created them with me. This place was so much more than a gym.
In the winter, it might not be warm. In the summer, maybe not cool. Embrace it. Turn the music up a little bit louder. Try to grab the rim even if you know you can't. Play one-on-one with the stranger at the other end of the court. Think of the players who stepped on this floor before you. Know that they are rooting for you. Maybe you don't have the luxury of making this campus home for nearly your whole childhood like I did, but relish your own time, find your escape, make memories. Show appreciation. 
Lydia is a basketball
"There are no spotlights or audiences. But for creators, this is where the magic happens."
I HAD A LOT OF PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS about community service, what it meant, and why people engaged in it. I knew little about it as a crucial component to growth. I naively applied to go on an Alternative Spring Break trip through the McKeen Center to Guatemala City looking to "make a change." I quickly realized that community service wasn't about changing someone's life in the span of a week, or making a change at all, but rather it was a learning experience that allowed students to understand more about a specific issue. I found a new way to critically think and engage with others through the notion of the common good.
It's okay to have questions and to not understand a lot at the beginning; knowing everything is not expected of you. Give the common good your own meaning. It doesn't mean the same thing for everyone because we all bring different passions, talents, and skills. Use these for the benefit of others, and you will find your definition. Push through the moments when you want to give up. Pay attention to how much these professors care. Look at your peers and build them up. Bowdoin is a place where people build each other up. In the moments you feel you cannot do something, know that someone may have sat in the exact same chair and thought the exact same thing. You belong here. We are making up the era where no identity will ever negate that.
Cindy, who is from Las Vegas, is an award-winning neuroscience major and English minor and a research assistant in lobster neuropeptides in Patsy
Dickinson's lab.
Cindy Rivera '18
Druckenmiller Hall WHEN I HOP OFF THE ELEVATOR, I prepare for a long night of work. But I also feel relaxed, ready to settle into my carrel for the next few hours. I am reminded of my friends who sat in these carrels and the late-night conversations I had with them while they completed their honors projects. Now I am in their shoes and understand the dual sentiments of stress and excitement.
Several times this year, I've almost been moved to tears reading an article or writing a section of my thesis. Perhaps it's a product of exhaustion, but usually it's my passion and excitement for what I am reading or writing about. This space imbues my work with a special kind of energy and meaning.
Be comfortable-sprawl out on the couches and stash snacks and tea in your carrel. Spend enough time there that it becomes special, but not so much that it loses its excitement. Introduce friends to the lofted ceilings and spacious bathrooms, but make sure that it remains something of your own secret. The ResLife meetings that took place here were formative, teaching me to embrace being vulnerable and connecting me to an amazing community of leaders. My a cappella rehearsals allowed me to forget about my responsibilities for two hours and just make music with my talented peers.
Future students who occupy this space, my advice is to challenge yourself to feel uncomfortable. While this lounge is one of the spaces I feel most connected to, there were many times when I felt uncomfortable, participating in a difficult conversation with the ResLife staff or singing the wrong notes in rehearsal. Learning to accept and deal with discomfort is formative and valuable. 
Seeing the Forest
As he prepares to turn ninety in August, Bowdoin professor emeritus John Rensenbrink has just published his most important book.
Interview by Tom Putnam '84
Your formal schooling almost ended at age fourteen in Pease, Minnesota.
That's right. My mother did not want me to go to the public high school in town because it was not Christian. My father thought I should work on our hardscrabble farm. But then he passed away. So my older brother and I managed the farm, and my mother allowed me to take correspondence courses from the American School in Chicago. And later, my amazing mother, with her limited formal education, wrote a personal appeal to Calvin College to accept me as a student.
You succeeded in college and then pursued your doctorate at the University of Chicago.
Yes, I studied under Leo Strauss, who thundered against the behaviorists who were attempting, in the 1950s, to turn political philosophy into a mechanistic science. He introduced me to all of the greats-Plato, Aristotle, Rousseau, Hobbes.
And you then introduced countless Bowdoin students to the same.
One lesson I appropriated from Strauss was the importance of learning alongside my students. For me, the purpose of the classroom is to advance the knowledge of all who participate, including the professor.
You were considered a bit of a firebrand.
I began my career at Bowdoin in the 1960s, when the campus was aflame over controversial issues such as Vietnam, civil rights, and coeducation. One year, I offered a seminar on Africa for freshmen. That was a breakthrough. During these politically divisive times, it is tempting to retreat to the fringes, to focus on ourselves and our families, and to stay aloof from politics and the public square. What's your response to those who are inclined to follow that path?
Read my book! In it, I recount a story from Plato's Politics. Plato is aware of the darkness of his times exemplified by the trial and execution of his teacher, Socrates, by dishonest political authorities. He puts words in Socrates's mouth and has Socrates describe a man who sees the wickedness of humankind and chooses to protect himself under a shelter. The man lives his own life, pure from evil and unrighteousness, and departs in peace and good will, with bright hopes. Plato has a young observer, Adeimantus, state that such a man had done a great work. To which Socrates replies, "A great work, yes, but not the greatest, unless he finds a polis which is suitable to him-where he will have a larger growth and be savior to his country, as well as of himself."
That passage has been an inspiration to me throughout my life for its refusal to abandon politics. It is in interacting with others, Plato reminds us, that we find "a larger growth." 
John Rensenbrink is one of seven children of
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Points of Entry to the Past
History isn't entirely linear, even when its path is from Potter to Maine Street.
I RECENTLY GAVE AN OFF-SEASON TOUR of the Joshua Chamberlain House Museum to a campus visitor. The house, across from the northwestern corner of the campus, has been operated as a museum by the Pejepscot Historical Society for the past thirty-five years. The building's history is complex, to say the least. Built in the 1820s on a lot several hundred feet to the west of its present location, the modest Cape-style house afforded three-room lodging from 1829 to 1832 for young professor Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, and later for his bride, Mary, as well. The house changed hands several times before it was purchased by Joshua and Fanny Chamberlain in 1859. They moved it to a more prominent location on Maine Street in 1867, after Chamberlain became governor of Maine. In 1871 (coinciding with Chamberlain's election as Bowdoin's sixth president), the entire house was raised up and a new Victorian-style first floor was created. Over the past winter, historical society staff rearranged objects to match a narrative and a tour that begins in the oldest part of the house (the 1820s second floor) and then leads to the 1871 first floor. In attempting to follow the new traffic pattern, I was struck by the degree to which my own perspective had been shaped by following a familiar route and telling stories using the objects I associated with a particular room. While I admit to settling into a rut on occasion, I also recognize the potential of the new scheme to encourage new ways of seeing and understanding the past. Clearly, there is no one right way to see and interpret the Chamberlain House or the lives of its occupants.
We often think of time as moving in a forward direction, and yet we often understand it by looking in the rearview mirror, trying to find precedents, patterns, causes, and future trends in what has already happened. What is gained and what is lost by organizing objects and events in chronological order, from oldest to most recent? The new tour begins with Longfellow-era history and architecture and ends with the house as it appeared in 1907, as described in an illustrated article on Chamberlain's "mansion." To get to the older section of the house, one must pass through several of the first-floor rooms where Chamberlain's "presentation of self" as professor, Civil War hero, governor, and college president is on full display in each room. For me, it's been difficult to unsee my first impression of these visual tableaux and to defer my engagement with them until later in the tour.
I think of the house itself as a kind of palimpsest, the architectural equivalent of a parchment that has been reused after scraping or erasing (but not removing all traces of) an earlier text. In this case, not only is there evidence for the pre-Chamberlain house upstairs, but also of the post-Chamberlain period, when the house was divided into rental apartments. Chamberlain imposed his own architectural order and furnishing plans on the house from 1859 to 1914; the 1983 restoration overwrote subsequent alterations to evoke the house as it was in 1907.
This example highlights many of the features of historical research that I find endlessly fascinating. A tour-of the campus or the Chamberlain House Museum-builds cumulative knowledge in support of a particular narrative. By altering the route, we may change the story. We can enter the historical record at any point in time, space, or circumstance and follow the threads that connect individuals, events, and objects. Each unique point of entry may be explored within the context of a single moment or in relation to historical precedents or future prospects. This enables us to convert the broad-brush generalizations of history to the scale at which individuals lived their lives.
History is a restless discipline, alternating between learning and unlearning, embracing the tension between generality and specificity, and seeking new voices and new ways of knowing the past and its relationship to the present and the future. Because the present (and our understanding of it) is a contested and ever-moving target, a definitive history is an unrealistic goal. Far from being the study of a dead past, history remains one of the liveliest disciplines. 
John R. Cross '76 is secretary of development and college relations.
JOIE DE VIVRE
A gift of real estate might be right for you if:
• The expense and obligations of owning the property outweigh the enjoyment.
• Family members are unwilling to take on ownership responsibilities.
• You're interested in making a gift to Bowdoin, while also finding a way to avoid paying capital gains tax on your property's appreciation.
If you are like a lot of people, the real estate you ownyour home or second home-may be one of your greatest assets. Perhaps you never realized that you can use real estate assets to make a gift to Bowdoin.
There are several ways to accomplish this:
• Making an outright gift of your property to the College during your life or through your will.
• Convert your property to a Charitable Remainder Unitrust and receive income for life after the property sells.
• Transfer your property to Bowdoin, but retain the right to use it for your lifetime.
To learn more about making a gift of real estate, contact Nancy Milam, director of gift planning, at giftplanning@bowdoin.edu or 207-725-3172. 
Is owning property becoming a chore?
1976
Peter Blodgett:
"I was invited in the summer of 2017 to participate in a new podcast, 'out-LAND-ish,' sponsored by the United States Forest Service and the Salmon Valley Stewardship, which seeks to enhance public awareness of and appreciation for the public lands that are held in trust for all Americans. As part of episode seven, an in-depth look at how Americans have taken advantage of the automobile to go adventuring, I discussed the first cross-country automobile excursions and the burgeoning popular enthusiasm for automobility in the first decades of the twentieth century. All episodes can be found at yourforestsyourfuture.org/listen." "Bali Seafood International (BSI), a subsidiary of Maine-based North Atlantic, Inc., officially opened the first of four planned fish-processing centers on the island of Sumbawa, Indonesia. Jerry Knecht is CEO of BSI, whose business model is based on driving sustainable fisheries management in its operating area. The company will also establish an education center for the local community, provide microfinance programs for fishermen, and mandate other best practice programs to support the preservation of healthy fish stocks locally." 
1977
Peter Pressman:
"Just returned from a USAID-sponsored program in Ethiopia, where a colleague and I served as visiting scholars. This spring, teaching global medicine at USC and finishing a book for Elsevier on malnutrition, with a special focus on the refugee camps in sub-Saharan Africa. Collaborating with colleagues at UCLA to set up a Center of Excellence in Cancer and Nutrition in the Mattel Children's Hospital in Westwood. Was also recently teaching at Addis Ababa University under a USC/USAID-sponsored program. Now, with colleagues from the Daedalus Foundation and UCLA, we are getting ready to depart for Libya to help design and rebuild the health care system. We hope to develop and demonstrate telemedicine and remote sensing technology that we can apply to the huge refugee camps and ultimately take back to underserved areas here at home." 
1981
Tracy Burlock:
"Our daughter, Grace, began her college career at Carleton College in the fall, as a member of the class of 2021. While I regret she and I will not be sharing reunions over the coming years at Bowdoin, she has found the perfect fit for her interests, and is a proud and happy member of the Carleton Knights volleyball team. Mark and I were lucky enough to travel to Madrid and Copenhagen in the fall, so that helped to ease the pain! Anticipating more free time, I began learning how to play bridge three years ago. This game has allowed me to meet some interesting people, challenges my remaining brain cells, and keeps me very humble!" Scott Foster: "I don't get much chance to see Polar Bears, as I've been living in the UK for nearly twenty-four years. My wife (who is British) and I celebrated our twentieth anniversary last year with a memorable Zambian safari and stay on Likoma Island in the middle of Lake Malawi. I continue to survive my career in banking, though each firm I've had the privilege of working for so far has managed to slip beneath the waves. Not long, though, before retirement beckons. If any old friends from Bowdoin pass near London, I can offer a decent place to stay in a pretty country location, yet less than an hour by train to Big Ben. My house overlooks the village cricket pitch and pub." Wendy Huntoon: "I'm still president and CEO for Kinber, a Pennsylvania nonprofit that provides network connectivity and services to higher education, K12, libraries, health care, and other nonprofits in the state. My husband, Amro, and I are still getting used to an empty nest. Fortunately, my travels, both business and pleasure, took me to some interesting places and provided the opportunity to see a number of Bowdoin friends. Highlights of the year included two trips to Egypt, my first trip to Montana, and the majority of the summer spent on the coast in Northport, Maine. We must listen to a diversity of voices-it's the only way to find innovative solutions.
HERE IN MAINE, AND IN THE SEVENTY-TWO COUNTRIES IN WHICH
THE TNC WORKS, OUR APPROACH IS SIMILAR: We ask ourselves, "What does nature need and how can people help use nature to solve challenges?" We need to figure out how to reduce emissions, have clean water, feed people, and more while ensuring that nature thrives. We work with government, communities, resource users, businesses, and indigenous peoples around the globe to find the answers together. 
INSPIRING URGENT ACTION
After six years in Australia, climate change scientist Nick Wolff '89 is back in Brunswick working with Global Science and Kate Dempsey '88 at The Nature Conservancy-currently researching the impact of deforestation on human health.
MY PATH TO A SCIENCE CAREER WAS NOT TYPICAL. I spent my first year at Bowdoin taking courses in many departments. My goal was to major in a subject with the best professors, not necessarily in a subject that would lead to a predetermined career. I settled on art history, a decision I have never regretted. My inspiring professors taught me the things I think are most important for a successful scientist: to think carefully and critically, to write well, to use evidence to back your arguments, to be attuned to and respectful of different viewpoints.
MAINE IS HOME. I fell in love with Maine while at Bowdoin because of its beauty and the fierce independence and authenticity of its people. It was never a question that we would move back. "Entering my third year of clinical veterinary practice at a two-vet mixed animal hospital in Arizona. After this year, I'll be moving on, but this whole year is devoted to planning a monthlong sailing trip to Antarctica aboard the Bark Europa, a three-masted barque. This trip to Antarctica will allow me to have visited all seven continents by my thirtieth year, and I'll be celebrating Christmas 2018 and New Year's 2019 en route to Antarctica!"
2011
Awa Diaw: "I will be graduating from the Kelley School of Business (IU) with an MBA in May. Following graduation, I will be moving to Seattle, Washington, to begin working at Microsoft. In the meantime, alongside keeping busy with school, I've launched a beauty care product with two classmates, which stemmed from a class project: nekawabeauty.com and on Instagram @nek.awa." 
Marketplace
BALINESE CRAFTS AND CLEAN WATER
Emma Beecher '16 wants to give back to the people of Bali-especially the inspiring womenand promote their work, so she founded Crafted Blue. Part of each purchase of the handwoven ata grass purses and handcrafted jewelry goes to Social ImpaKt, which distributes water filters to Balinese communities in need. 
55+ ACTIVE ADULT LIFESTYLE COMMUNITY
A vast 635-acre campus with nature preserve just three miles from Bowdoin. Unique, residentdriven, dynamic, community-oriented living-not a service-based environment. Lower-maintenance living in free-standing, high-end, custom-designed and -built homes unavailable in a traditional retirement community. A true national destination with active, young, and young-at-heart residents hailing from thirty-one different US states-so far. 
THE BRUNSWICK INN-NEW ENGLAND CHARM
Enjoy the sophisticated charm of this 16-room boutique inn, conveniently located on Park Row. Full bar, complimentary breakfast cooked to order using locally sourced ingredients, and a front porch where you can relax and enjoy the best view in town. Discover Brunswick's best little secret. 
TRUST MAINE'S PREMIER EXCEPTIONAL PROPERTIES FIRM
Finding the right buyer for an extraordinary home requires the skills and resources to build an effective marketing plan. Our agents bring a deep understanding of and connection to the local community and provide unparalelled presentation and marketing of luxury homes. Our industryleading website receives over a billion hits yearly, and we target buyers directly through our vast national and global network, social media, direct mail, and traditional and digital media.
raveisme.com
TOURING CASCO BAY HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
Seacoast Tours of Freeport provides daily tour services to historic Eagle Island State Park, exciting lobstering demonstrations, and a variety of special cruises on Casco Bay. Tours begin early June and run through mid-October. Easy online booking and free van shuttle from downtown Freeport to the harbor.
seacoasttoursme.com
MAINE'S BEST HOMECARE-KATE ADAMS '89, OWNER
For eighteen years, Aging Excellence's mission has been to keep adults active, independent, and in their own home and community with one-hour to twenty-four-hour non-medical care. New England and Florida. Certified Aging Life Care Experts ESCAPE TO NOVA SCOTIA WITH THE CAT AND SAVE! Grab your passport and set sail for adventure in Nova Scotia with The CAT. With crossing times of just 5.5 hours between Portland, ME, and Yarmouth, NS, you'll save time and money on your Atlantic Canadian adventures. Book online using promo code BOW20 to save 20 percent off fares for travel on The CAT in 2018. A valid passport is required for travel.
ferries.ca 877-762-7245
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BARBARA ELIAS
Assistant Professor of Government
While often overlooked, public service is indisputably vital to advancing and protecting the common good. Vigilant institutions are essential for solving collective action problems and providing services such as national security, education, and environmental protection. Serving the common good through public service means ensuring our essential institutions are effective, principled, and just, providing opportunities for us to collectively thrive.
ARTUR KALANDAROV '20
As a participant in the 2018 Bowdoin Public Service Initiative, I had the opportunity to meet with Senator Angus King H'07. When talking about his motivations for entering politics, King said that as a young attorney he quickly realized he could only help people with their legal issues. Being an elected offi cial, however, allowed him the opportunity to help more people with more of their problems. While running for offi ce is only one way to serve the common good, I believe Senator King's comment addresses the main tenet of what it means to be a public servant. Regardless of academic discipline or specifi c occupation, being a public servant means that your main focus is not on yourself. Instead, you serve the common good by using your abilities to help others.
KARI TWAITE '06
Attorney, US Department of Energy
While you can serve the good in many different capacities, for me, public service allows for a particular dedication to serving a good that is "common" to us all. Working in government, my focus is on maintaining resources that are held in public trust. Those include the resources managed by the department in which I work. They also include the public resource of the government itself and the opportunity it provides for collaboration, civic engagement, and investment in the future. Acting as a steward of these resources means interfacing transparently with the public, managing the public's resources with integrity, and ensuring adherence to the rule of law. These common resources form part of the shared foundation of our society.
TOM PICKERING '53, H'84
Career Ambassador, US Foreign Service Life in public service has its rewards as well as its trials and tumult. You don't get rich-except in experiences. The range of opportunities is immense-from elected offi ce at town, state, and national levels, to teaching, to nongovernmental organizations in all shapes, purposes, and climates. For students and those in search of a new challenge who love and appreciate this country-warts and all-give it a solid try. Many Bowdoin graduates have preceded you, reaping the rewards and showing you the way. 
MAY 25, 2018
Joining the military is one way to pursue the common good through public service, and many who have chosen that route have sacrifi ced greatly to that end.
Image: A girl visits "The Poppy Memorial," a temporary monument installed by the United Services Automobile Association and the National Parks Service along the southwestern side of the Lincoln Memorial Refl ecting Pool in Washington, DC, for Memorial Day. The digital interface pictured here was part of the three-day installation, featuring a 133-foot-long, eight-and-a-half-foot-tall translucent structure consisting of more than 645,000 poppy fl owers, each honoring a fallen US military servicemember since World War I.
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